From Adversaries to Allies

5 ways to align your security team with IT
Shared mandates – but different approaches

While both security and IT teams’ goal is to keep their organization running smoothly, each team approaches this mandate from different directions: security to avoid negative impacts, and IT to improve overall outputs.

Organizational mandates: security versus IT

Security prevents operational disruptions

That is, security specialists continuously minimize the risk of unexpected disruptions due to cyberattacks from either internal or external threats through a variety of continuous tactical implementations and strategic, proactive threat analysis and remediations.

IT facilitates operational outputs

That is, IT specialists increase end user productivity through seamless background technology implementations and maintenance, fixing hardware and software issues that threaten other specialists’ output and deliverables.
However, when the two divisions cooperate, both can reach their objectives more effectively.

Processes work well when IT buys into security teams, and there's proactive strategies and processes in place before security makes a request from their IT partners.

But, how can you present your security team’s goals and proposed projects in such a way that you'll win active friends in IT, who will want to help security policies succeed – and not accidentally create passive foes, willing to sacrifice your security goals for their own internal priorities?

---

**Top three security-IT alliance advantages**

**Faster, better results**

The IT team is more likely to institute updates and patches that require time and resources if they trust the security team requesting these patches.

**Shared resources reducing overall tech expenditures**

When teams trust each other, they can use the same tools to achieve different goals. Shared resources reduce organizational overhead of cost centers.

**Realistic and sustainable security practices**

Security depends on IT to implement security protocols. If the requests are too hard to fulfill or take too much of IT's time, then IT may not be able to maintain those regulations and protocols.
In this eBook, we’ll walk you through:

01 Explaining your “why” behind security plans, changes and requests prior to implementation – for both IT admins and end user stakeholders.

02 Reducing security policy impacts on IT’s budgets, schedules and resource allocations.

03 Compromising wherever security can afford to be flexible. (Don’t let security be the Department of No!)

04 Developing and enforcing shared goals with common language, dashboards and metrics wherever possible.

05 Proactively offering help – be it administrative lifts, technical expertise, shared resources or otherwise.

After all, a rising tide lifts all ships, and both your security team and IT share the same end goal: a productive, secure workplace.
Explain why:
Avoid edicts and offer explanations behind security plans, changes and requests.
Don't forget the "why"

Unexplained edicts from security quickly antagonize IT departments. For the sake of time and bandwidth restraints, security requests may be issued without pausing to explain why the change is being requested, or otherwise considering how IT partners can implement them.

For example, if your security team decides to disable removable memory devices, your policy implementation would probably need to start with a head's up to IT to communicate your rationale. You might tell the IT team that by disabling certain types of devices, your organization will have a lower cyberinsurance payment, prevent loss of data through internal and external threats and reduce the organization’s risk exposure.
Your joint communication should contain:

- A clear explanation of what's impacted without use of industry jargon. For example, the internal write-up for a device ban policy would use terms like “jump drives,” “USB drives” or “anything that can have files and connects to computers with a cable” instead of “removable memory devices.”

- Offer a clear timeline with more than a day or two’s notice of the change, to give users time to find alternative arrangements and not accidentally lock out USB drives from laptops before a critical sales presentation.

- Define exceptions to the mandate – and the hopefully painless process by which to apply for those exceptions – to discourage users from implementing workarounds for their “unique situation.”

- Identify key representatives or locations to answer the anticipated frequently asked questions, common troubleshooting and handle unexpected edge cases.

Without this communication, the IT team would be flooded with complaints and tickets when the security protocol rolls out – and they might take out that frustration and anger on security.
Reduce impacts:
Consider security policy impacts on IT budget, schedule and resources pre-deployment.
Be aware of what other demands the IT team is facing. They may be dealing with a larger project at the time of your request, or they may not have the people they need to complete the task.

Instead, look for tools and systems that make security policies, requests and patches easier to implement for your IT allies – unlike what this security team did to their poor IT department.
Real-World Repercussions

University security forced IT to interview college students for 24-hour temporary passwords

A university’s security team once decided to implement device-bound two-step verification for everyone on campus – including the entire student population, who would frequently misplace or lose their devices altogether.

If a student needed to request a temporary new password to access the university network and resources, the security team required:

1. A face-to-face verification of the requestor's identity – either in-person or via Zoom teleconference.
2. In the meeting, the requestor showed official identification while answering multiple security questions.
3. Then, the team could issue temporary credentials... which lasted for only 24 hours.
4. If a student couldn’t find their old device – or simply get a new one – in that time, then they would have to re-do the entire process!

If the security team had bothered to consult with their IT department before implementing the burdensome policy, they would have realized the more elegant solution would have been splitting the network by:

- Instituting a more limited student network with lighter authentications.
- Keeping the full interview-and-recovery process for a more-sensitive employee network.

(After all, fully grown adult employees typically have greater incentive and mental capacity to keep track of their devices than younger university students.)

Such a split network system would have been sensitive to IT’s needs, while still securing students’ personal devices despite frequent college party losses.
Compromise!
Flex where you can, so you’re not the “Department of No.”
When working with another department, expect to compromise. After all, your IT team’s priority is keeping operations moving smoothly. They may not have the time in their schedule to release a patch or make a change as soon as security would like. By being flexible, security and IT can usually find a middle ground.

One of the ways in which you can proactively solicit this flexibility is in the establishment of mutually agreed upon service windows and agreements, usually codified through service-level agreements (SLAs).
This SLA should define collaboration expectations and timeframes for each step, so everyone knows what will happen, when and from whom, including:

**All definitions.** You’ll need to get more basic than you expect – even for something as basic as what your organization considers to be an “exploited vulnerability”!

**Necessary specifications and tech stack deployments** for each stage of a joint-department process.
- These processes can include anything from patch rollouts to new policy implementations.

**Prioritization criteria.** Figure out what counts as an emergency to security, versus what’s an emergency to IT.
- Custom internal scales, rubrics and other internal evaluation methods can help standardize this part of the process. Develop these alongside your IT team as part of the SLA creation process!

**Communication frequency during mutual projects.** For example, consider the following process-related questions:
- When can IT expect to hear from security about the specific patch rollouts for a given Patch Tuesday?
- When can security expect to hear back from IT about any issues or confirmation of a successful patch rollout?
- At what point can an open request (from either side) be closed due to lack of response? When should higher-ups be included in the chain?

**“Standard” timelines and deliverable expectations** for each type of project, from each team – as well as explicitly listed and described exceptions to standard procedure!

**Named points of contact or specific positions** from each department.
- Their responsibilities will include resolving confusion over SLA policies and procedures, as well as annually reviewing and updating the SLA with their cross-department contact.
Develop and enforce shared goals with IT.
Establishing shared goals

As we said before, while security and IT have different approaches, they share similar mandates: keeping the organization, its users and all processes running as smoothly as possible.

Therefore, it’s worth taking the time to establish those shared goals with IT leadership – as well as creating key performance indicators (KPIs), dashboards and other shared measurements to reinforce the shared goals on a tactical daily basis.

For example, take patch rollouts. (It’s a common example in this eBook, but for good reason!)

Both IT and security teams want an organization’s technology to run smoothly. So, neither department wants a patch to interrupt workflow, if for different reasons:

- IT would rather not deal with all the help desk tickets generated by a poor patch implementation breaking app utility or connectivity.

- Security doesn’t want to annoy end users and encourage them to seek risky workarounds and shadow IT implementations to do their jobs, if a (safer) patched corporate app actively interferes with their previously established workflows.
Enforcing shared goals means avoiding problem avoidance

Occasionally, the IT team's solution is to simply not roll out patches at all – especially if security can’t guarantee a patch won’t break mission-critical workflows. And, security teams may choose to forget the patch roll-out in the face of IT’s pushback.

However, both IT and Security want to avoid dealing with a breach – which often occurs when devices and applications aren’t regularly updated against active exploits.

While it’s more obviously security’s responsibility and burden to fend off cyberattacks, the IT team also suffers during a security breach.

After all, it’s IT that must restore tech systems as quickly as possible, even while the security team ensures that backup is safe and all intruders removed from the network.

What will get dropped from IT’s priority list if an attack occurs, prompted by an unpatched system?

And so, it’s in both security and IT’s best interest to figure out a robust patching strategy that works for both teams – all with the shared foundational understanding that all both teams want is to avoid interruption of organization processes at all costs.
Offer help:
Proactively share your own administrative resources, technical expertise and other tools.
Reciprocation makes for better collaboration

If you’re asking for something from IT – such as borrowing and adapting their current IT tech stack, policies and processes for your own security use cases – then you need to give something in return.

While that often includes sharing the fiscal responsibility for shared tools and enterprises – with each team contributing a smaller portion of their budget to the shared tool than what it would cost to resource each individually – that help can take many forms.

Ultimately, by sharing tools and resources, security and IT teams can reduce their overall costs and improve collaboration.

Shared tools, dashboards and reports create a context for both teams to understand one another. These windows into each other’s worlds build empathy and trust.

Knowing IT’s values and priorities will help security teams gain buy-in for different projects in a way that is both practical for and considerate of their IT partners.

And, that buy-in will happen even faster if security offers a helping hand along the way – within reason, of course.
3 creative ways security can help IT beyond budgets

**Administrative lifts**

Many people – including IT team members – find the paperwork part of their jobs difficult. If it helps the other department think better of you, then offer to take that burden on, insofar as you can.

For example, if your IT team predicts that a new security policy will impact ticket queues, then appoint a security specialist to answer all tickets and user queries related to the new policy.

You could also “translate” the new policy for a non-technical audience from the original accepted proposal, and then give it to your internal communications team to share with internal stakeholders.

**Technical expertise**

You may suggest a new process or policy that seems simple to you, but leaves your IT contacts confused.

Offer to hold a training session for the responsible IT personnel on the tactical implementations. Or, if you have time, configure the settings on IT’s behalf. (Make sure any related troubleshooting materials are easily found for the IT people responsible for maintenance!)

In return, ask IT admins to train security, so that your team has a basic understanding of how IT is run at your organization – even if they came to security from IT itself!

**Shared resources**

We go over how security can request the use of IT’s technical capabilities in a different guide. (See “Shifting Security Left” for more details!)

However, there’s no reason you couldn’t make certain security-focused tools available for IT use – especially access to any professional development or training materials you may have for your own team.

Doing so will increase IT’s understanding of security’s mandate and position, which can only help you expedite future requests of their team.
Cross-department "swarming" out-of-band security risks

Security and IT teams alike often plan their month around the regular “Patch Tuesday” monthly releases through an established testing, piloting and rollout schedule, methodically addressing any implementation issues.

However, some patches drop “out of band,” sending everyone scrambling for two reasons.

1. **Out-of-band patch or remediation releases are usually active exploits**, requiring immediate implementation.

2. **Teams must deprioritize other critical tasks** to prioritize the newly released risk – tasks that continue causing problems while the emergency is resolved.

Rather than scrambling “all hands on deck” for these emergencies, mature organizations have developed a “swarming” method.

- They appoint a dedicated out-of-band response team of experts across multiple departments, including security and IT.
- When an out-of-band patch releases, these teams “swarm” around the emergency patch or remediation, completely focusing on the fix.
- Meanwhile, their parent departments continue regularly scheduled tasks and projects.

By forming these cross-functional teams before out-of-band patches drops, organizations can stay on track while quickly addressing inevitable emergencies.
"It's a culture shift, a swarming mentality.

"[When addressing out-of-band risks], we're not trying to find who's at fault. In most of these cases, a vulnerability is not the fault of anybody in the organization.

"Instead, in a swarming situation, it's understood that we simply need to identify who's the best person to go and resolve this.

"Now that we've got that person identified, everybody else in the organization knows that if they're tapped to support that person during that swarm, that [remediation] is their new priority.

"Any other priorities shift down in priority until it's resolved.

"The organizations that I've seen that have adopted more of that swarming mentality respond with a healthier level of response and a typically faster response to the vulnerability being ultimately resolved."

- Chris Goettl
VP of Endpoint Security Product Management, Ivanti
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